
FRUIT

The 2011 Dilly Dally again shows what a marvellous synergy there is between the Adelaide Hills and 
Merlot, and particularly when grown on the vineyard that makes such a contribution to this wine; it’s 
not only us that thinks it is one of the Adelaide Hills very best vineyards. A judicious swipe of Clare 
Valley Merlot lends some juicy heart and darkness to the perfume, as well as some well - judged tannin 
helping build the wine from the foundation up. The Adelaide Hills component wraps itself around the 
Clare Valley contribution and weaves it all into a delicious whole. The Clare Valley Merlot ripened first 

and was handpicked between the 5th and 6th March with great flavours 
and perfect acidity. The Adelaide Hills Merlot followed on the 9th April at 
14.5 Baume, also with excellent acid and wonderful flavours.
 
VINIFICATION

After crushing the Adelaide Hills Merlot into a fermenter, fermentation 
lasted 35 days at around 22 degrees, with maceration on skins for over 
four weeks, this very lengthy skin contact time helping to broaden the 
range of flavours and to improve the texture and the structure of the wine. 
Following pressing the wine was matured in tank on lees for 11 months, 
and then in seasoned French oak for four months before blending and 
eventual bottling in April 2011.

WINE

The Dilly Dally 2011 Merlot is an elegant but deeply coloured take on 
Merlot, with an emphasis on structure and texture but not at the expense 
of the fruit. It’s an understated wine for grown-ups with a concentrated 
but elegant perfume dominated by black cherries and raspberries with 
hints of rose, redcurrant and clove-like spice. On the palate there is a 
marvellous interplay between some exuberant ripe black cherry and 
redcurrant fruit and some serious but elegant and spicy tannin, with the 
whole streaked through with lively and fresh acidity. In the finish the 
tannins show at their finest- ripe, rounded and profound- with zesty red 
fruit throwing them into relief. Our finest Dilly Dally to date, this is delicious 
in an understated and rather classy way: the vinuous equivalent of red 
silk, and with a wonderful aromatic quality to the palate. An excellent 
Sunday lunch wine with wing-rib roast beef.

A few numbers...

Alcohol 15.5%    pH 3.47    TA 7.0  
Adelaide Hills 77%     Clare Valley 23%

Ben Jeanneret
WINEMAKER
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